Composites of Enteric Polymer/Magnetite: Preparation and Application in Release Processes
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Abstract: The controlled release of drugs represents an interesting procedure applied in the minimization of side effects and in the therapeutic action of pharmacological molecules. With the aim of measuring the kinetics of release of aspirin dispersed in composite of an enteric polymer (Eudragit L-100) in the presence/absence of magnetic particles, we have considered the measurement of fluorescence as a convenient tool. The results indicate that rate of release and amount of dispersed drug in solution varies directly with the concentration of magnetite in the composite, as a consequence of strong interaction between components of microparticles.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Aspirin is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug with analgesic properties [1], applied in the secondary prevention of atherosclerosis [2, 3]. The modification in human blood induced by aspirin represents other important application, which is based on blood fluidization promoted by inhibition of platelet aggregation [4].

The optimal dose of aspirin depends on the clinical conditions of each patient, if considering the risk of side effects (as a consequence of continued administration of this drug) such as renal function deterioration. As a consequence, the control of ultra-low doses of aspirin (adequate to prevention of rheumatoid arthritis) [5] and its controlled release [1] contribute with the minimization in the side effects such as ulcer, hemorrhage and stomach diseases [6-9] and to maximize the expected results.

In this work, we have used the emission properties of aspirin in alkaline media, in order to quantify the amount of dispersed drug released in solution after encapsulation by enteric block copolymers. The encapsulation of aspirin in an enteric polymer and subsequent release in solution is controlled by swelling/solubilization of drug in the polymeric matrix, whose solubility depends on the pH of media. On the other side, magnetic-polymeric composites have been progressively used in applications such as drug target and drug release, due to their biocompatibility and biodegradability [10]. The interaction with drug results in the enhancement of stability against oxidation [11] and subsequent application of polymeric structures as a shell [12]. Magnetic particles have been widely reported as drug carriers, [13, 14] with the release process induced by a given magnetic field. In the mixed system (drug/ magnetite/ enteric polymer), the control of release process is provided by the use of Eudragit L-100, a polymeric matrix composed by a hydrophilic monomeric unit (metacrylic acid) and a hydrophobic part (methyl metacrylate). This process is dominated by the ionization degree of carboxylic group, which depends on the pH of media and affects the polymeric conformation [15, 16].

Based on these properties, the kinetics of drug release is controlled from the introduction of variable amount of magnetite in the composite and by pH of media. The fluorescence of aspirin was measured in order to identify the concentration of released drug in solution.

2. MATERIALS AND METHOD

2.1. Materials

Aspirin, methanol, ferric chloride (FeCl₃), ferrous sulphate (FeSO₄) and ammonium hydroxide (NH₄OH) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Eudragit L-100 was kindly donated from Röhm Pharma (Germany) and all of reagents were used as received.

We have used the standard procedure of coprecipitation to produce Fe₃O₄ nanoparticles [17, 18] from reaction between Fe³⁺ and Fe²⁺ in a ratio of 2:1 in the presence of NH₄OH. Aqueous solution of 0.1 M FeCl₃ (30mL) and 0.1 M FeSO₄ (15mL) were mixed, after that 3 mL of 6.5 M NH₄OH was dropwised in the mixture under intense stirring. The peptization of
synthesized particles was provided by chloride, which was eliminated from solution after several washing procedures. The magnetic separation of particles from solution and substitution of residual solution by deionized water was repeated until the level of resistivity of residual solution reach the required level (18.2 MΩ cm). After complete evaporation of water, a powder of 300 mg of magnetite was obtained, from which aliquots were used for preparation of composites.

The encapsulation was obtained from the solubilization of aspirin and Eudragit L-100 in methanol (as indicated in the Figure 1). In this situation, 200 mg of Eudragit L-100 and 250 mg of aspirin were dissolved in 20 mL of methanol, separately. After this step, these solutions were mixed and the final product receipt 10 mL of magnetic fluid at different concentrations (corresponding mass of magnetite of 0.0, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.1 mg) according Table 1. Finally, the ternary system was dropped in acidified aqueous solution (0.5 M of HCl (pH=2)) under constant stirring after that the encapsulation of aspirin and magnetite takes place, with subsequent precipitation of aggregates in aqueous solution.

The complete separation of solid phase from aqueous solution was obtained after 24 hours with elimination of residual water/methanol under heating condition at a fixed temperature of 60°C. The dried nanocomposite with mass in order of 405 mg was obtained and applied during release process.

Table 1: Characteristic Time, Concentration of Drug at Different Concentration of Encapsulated Magnetite Particles and Constants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Fe₃O₄ concentration (mg/mL)</th>
<th>Characteristic time of drug release (min)</th>
<th>Concentration of released drug (µg/mL) – Saturation condition</th>
<th>A (a.u.) – Eq. 1</th>
<th>B (a.u.) – Eq. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>27.29</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>-63821.97</td>
<td>72371.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>-99284.09</td>
<td>116251.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>16.44</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>-114298.59</td>
<td>132044.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>-98961.58</td>
<td>131060.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The experiments of drug release were established from introduction of tablets of composites (mass of 405 mg) in 1 L of water at neutral pH under constant stirring. The amount of released aspirin was determined from the measurement of intensity of emission peak at 400 nm [19] by the use of aliquots (4 mL) of solution during the release (interval of time between 0 and 40 minutes) with excitation at 344 nm. The complete dispersion of aspirin in water was obtained from the insertion of NaOH (1 M) in the solution under test.

2.2. Apparatus

Luminescence properties were studied by the use of a PC1 spectrofluorimeter (ISS, USA) at (25.0±0.1)°C. The samples were placed in a 5 mL cuvette with a path length of 1.0 cm and excited at 344 nm, while the emission was recorded from 350 to 550 nm. The infrared spectra were analyzed from the use of a Shimadzu IR Prestige 21 (Shimadzu, Japan) by the use of compressed pellets of KBr while the images were obtained from the use of a SEM Hitachi model TM1000 (Hitachi, Japan). All of experiments were repeated three times.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The concentration of released aspirin in the solution was determined from a calibration curve obtained in the complete absence of other components (magnetite and Eudragit L-100). With increasing concentration of aspirin (in the range of 0.25 mg/mL to 0.97 μg/mL) the emission was measured (as shown in the Figure 2). As we can see, the whole emission increases with the concentration, in an indication that peak at 400 nm can be used as a convenient parameter in the measurement of amount of aspirin dispersed in solution. The plot of maximum of fluorescence intensity of aspirin versus concentration is shown in the Figure 3. By the use of a calibration curve (with data described in the inset of Figure 3), it is possible to correlate the fluorescence of solution with the corresponding released amount of aspirin.

![Figure 2: Emission of aqueous solution of aspirin as a function of concentration.](image)

![Figure 3: Dependence of emission peak of aspirin (400 nm) with concentration.](image)

If considering the properties of Eudragit L-100, the encapsulation of aspirin is established at low pH (minimal solubility of enteric polymer). After the encapsulation, described in the previous section, we observed the formation of spherical structures in scale of micrometers.

In the complete absence of magnetic particles, the particles are symmetrical, as we can see in the microscopy of Figure 4. However, the introduction of magnetite promotes the deformation of particles with elongated shape, as shown in the Figure 5, with identification of metal microparticles dispersed in the core of particles.

The images obtained for composite containing enteric polymer, magnetite and aspirin indicate the same behavior obtained for composites containing magnetite, with the increase in the number of elongated structures and distribution of aggregates into and between particles, as we can see in the Figure 6, indicating that encapsulation efficiency is typically reduced in the ternary system.
The characterization of solid samples was provided from the measurement of FTIR spectra, as shown in Figure 7. The peak at 580 cm\(^{-1}\) characterizes the Fe-O group to the magnetite while peaks at 1750 and 3300-2500 cm\(^{-1}\) characterizes the C=O (ester) and O-H carboxylic acid groups, respectively, indicating the presence of aspirin in the composite.

The FTIR of Eudragit L-100 is equivalent to the reported in the Refs. [20-22]. As we can see, the peaks at 3500, 3000, 1736, 1195 and 1165 cm\(^{-1}\) are attributed to the free form of carboxylic acid, CH\(_x\) vibration, the dimer of carboxylic ester, and C-O bonds of carboxylic ester and acid, respectively. In the case of ternary system, it is possible to verify an additional peak at 636 cm\(^{-1}\) which characterizes the presence of Fe-O-Fe.

With the previous characterization of components of system, we have analyzed the release process of aspirin as a function of concentration of magnetite dispersed in composites. The results (as shown in the Figure 8) indicate that release of drug is described as a function of type:

\[
\text{Intensity} = Ae^{-\frac{t}{\tau}} + B
\]  

(Eq. 1)

where Intensity represents the fluorescence peak measured at 400nm, A and B are constants, t is the release time and \(\tau\) is the characteristic release time (parameters for different concentration of magnetite are summarized in the Table 1). Note that A assumes negative value while B is positive for all of samples. At \(t=0\), (Intensity = B+A) represents the fluorescence of residual aspirine (non-encapsulated molecules)
at elevated values of time, the intensity tends to B. Similarly from definition established during charge/discharge of capacitor, characteristic time defines the required time for 63% of release of total amount of drug in each system.

As we can see, the increase in the concentration of magnetite dispersed in solution is accomplished by reduction in the encapsulation efficiency, as detected in the level of fluorescence measured at t=0 (see Figure 8), in an indication that magnetite aggregates minimize the encapsulation efficiency of aspirin. It is a consequence of deformation and rupture induced by magnetite in the capsules of Eudragit L-100, resulting in an increase in the concentration of non-encapsulated aspirin.

However, the amount of magnetite dispersed in composite affects the kinetics of release and the amount of released drug in water. As we can see in Table 1, the inclusion of 1.1 mg of magnetite in the composite promotes the reduction in the characteristic time of release from 27.29 min (absence of magnetic fluid) to 12.83 min, in an indication that strong interaction between magnetite and enteric polymer is established with the control in porosity and solubility of synthesized particles in water. At the same time in which the characteristic time of release is affected by inclusion of magnetite, it is possible to verify that progressive inclusion of magnetite in the composite affects the amount of released drug, as clearly indicated in the Table 1. These results act as a strong indication that magnetite contributes with the control in the kinetics of release of encapsulated drug in the absence of magnetic field. The influence of an external field on the response of composites represents the next step of this study.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The fluorescence of aspirin represents an important parameter in the detection of released drug from composites of enteric polymer in aqueous solution. The introduction of magnetic particles into the core of enteric polymer aggregates affects the kinetics of release, from the elongation of synthesized microparticles in an association with the increase in the released drug rate; a direct consequence of size and porosity control of dispersed microparticles in aqueous solution, induced by aggregation of magnetite and aspirin. The results indicate that magnetite act as an accelerating component with strong contribution on the release rate of drug.
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